There is a lot at stake when
carrying a mobile device, internet
connected equipment, or anything
that is wirelessly connected.
Silent Pocket makes a discrete and patented
line of accessories that instantly block wireless
signal. This eliminates your RF signature,
location data, and blocks all in-and-outbound
wireless communication. Thus securing your
mobile devices from being hacked, tracked, or
detected.
Enjoy our durable and patented Silent Pocket
Faraday bags that are easy to adopt into daily
carry at home or in the field.
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TOP SELLING FARADAY PRODUCTS
Faraday Sleeves for Phones
A sleek, thin, and discrete sleeve that fits any smart
phone. Made with weatherproof nylon or leather,
this is our most popular and flagship product that
serves a wide range of use cases. A great option
for securing a device nside existing gear, but most
importantly to secure your number one used device,
your smart phone.

Faraday Sleeves for Laptops
Laptop security at it’s finest. Externally apparent as
a regular laptop sleeve , but with our internal
patented Faraday cage that gives your laptop end
point protection from being hacked, tracked, or
detected in the field.

Waterproof Faraday DryBags
Our Waterproof Faraday Drybag collection ranges
in sizes from 2.5 Liters to 20 Liter Duffel Bags. They
serves as a one stop spot to quickly drop in multiple
devices and secure them from the elements and
wireless signal. The adoption of these products
allows you to covertly carry connected devices such
as phone, laptops, tablets without emitting signal in
or out.

Utility Faraday Bags for Phones
For when the job needs to just get done. These are
a no-nonesense Faraday Bag made with Durable
Weatherproof Nylon to secure a device when you
need to.

Custom Faraday Options
We have developed it all from large to small. Shown
here is our latest US Military, in-plain-site, carry
backpack that boosts a large Faraday cage
compartment and discrete waterproof appearance.
If you have a specific use case or need we can help
solve your problem with one of our product
solutions.
- custom labeling, colors, materials
- custom design
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